incline shaft we have a cross-cut,
say some 70 m long. The "Realistic

United Kingdom run several collieries, totally on Pert systems. In
Duration" given by the Planning direct contrast a large South African
Department will be based on a daily base metal mine, which has been
rate of advance,say 2 m/day,givinga using Pert for some years now, via
duration of 35 days. At the update its own "On Mine" computer instalmeeting the Mine Overseer or Shift lation, recently decided to run Pert,
Boss in charge may state that he is 10 as an exercise, for a small project.
days into this activity and that he has This project was a routine mill
advanced 18 m. His rate of advance maintenance, a procedure carried
per day is now only 1,8 m and our out twice yearly and involving the
"Realistic Duration" is incorrect. If, co-operation of several mine departbased on his experience and judg- ments. As a result the total duration
ment he feels that his rate of advance was reduced from 14 days including
will be only 1,5 m/day, the "Realistic overtime and Sunday work to 10days.
Duration" is even more incorrect.
He will have thus made the following AUTHOR'S REPLY
simple calculation:
We thank the contributor for his
10days@ 1,8 m/day = J8m 52 m
comments on our paper, and confirm
to complete
52 m @ 1,5 m/day = 34,5 days say our finding that users can and do
experience confusion between U.
34 days
New realistic duration = 10 + 34 and Precedence networks, and this
despite the fact that either type of
= 44 Days
At the next update meeting, in say network for the same job has exactly
14 days ti me if his rate of advance has the same meaning. We also agree
again altered, then he can again alter that it is our experience that when
the duration. The important fact is there is involvement by the users in
that his objective is altered, and that constructing the network, they make
it is altered by facts or estimates far more use of the printouts where
based on his knowledge and ex- the project is computerised as well
perience. It follows that at update as showing considerable interest in
meetings, due credit should be given the relationships between the various
activities, especiallywhen other conwhere it is due.
As to Job Relations, allow me to cerns are also involved.
Under the heading "Historical
quote from an elderly Shift Boss. At a
recent update meeting he com- Reference as an Aid to Future
mented that he was very pleased Estimates", the contributor has covthat Management were using the ered a very valid subject, in that
computer. He now had ample warn- exact costs in terms of labour and
ing of when he should plan to start a stores can be established, as well as
job, and why, which was in direct actual durations taken for the various
contrast to the age old system of tasks. This is of course, no problem
being told "today" that he should when only one concern or mine is
get a blast there "tomorrow".
involved, and where the work itself
This same Shift Boss was shown the is repetitive, but when outside conhistograms of labour resources. These tractors are involved, such as Civil
histograms had been produced, main- and Engineering concerns, with parly for planning requirements, labour ticular reference to a project which is
allocation and training school etc. unique and may not occur again, it
They were by development crews must be borne in mind that probably
and geographical areas. The Shift the most difficult thing to establish
Boss commented that he could now until the particular job is completed
plan when he should take a day off, is the exact cost; this may only be
in order that it co-incide with a possible when a final invoice is submitted for payment.
period of Iow labour utilisation. Quite
The contributor has also covered
a different use of resource histograms from that of the Planning his subject very well under the
Department.
heading "As a Job Relations aid via
Finally, let me leave you with two Management by Objectives", coverthoughts for the future use of Pert. ing the subject of involvement of
The National Coal Board in the people in the planning, so that they
206
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feel they are running the show, It is
not unusual, in our experience, for a
meeting chairman to tell a subcontractor that "the Computer says
you are two weeks behind", This sort
of statement does prove embarrassing for the planner, and could easily
be obviated by the chairman making
a more careful choice of words, for,
after all, even sub-contractors try to
do their jobs as expeditiously as
possible.
As he so rightly says, the contributor has a confirmed ally in his
Shift Boss. Within an organisation,
where people must work together,
praise of a system is usually passed on

by word of mouth, and even shift
bosses talk to one-another.
The contributor mentions a Pert
program run as an exercise for mill
maintenance, with time reduced from
14 to 10 days. At a well known
chemicalconcern in South Africa, the
use of Pert on boiler maintenance
achieved a more beneficial reduction.
Heretofore it had never been done in
less than 10 weeks, this time being
reduced to 4 weeks when programmed with the aid of Pert.

NOTICES
The Institution of Mining and
Metallurgy
The Institution is to hold a oneday meeting entitled "Sampling in
the mineral and metallurgical processing industries" at Imperial College, London, on 2nd July, 1973.
Particulars may be obtained from
the Secretary of the Institution at
44 Portland Place, London, WIN 4BR.
International

Conference
on Air
Pollution
This Conference
is organised by
the Department of Health and the
National Association for clean air.
It will be held at the University of
Pretoria from 26th to 28th March,
1973.
Particulars may be obtained from
Department of Health, Private Bag
X88, Pretoria.
Consas 74
The Fifth Conference of Southern
African Surveyors will be held in
Salisbury, Rhodesia, from 3rd to
9th February, 1974. Particulars may
be obtained from Consas 74, P.O. Box
3869, Salisbury, Rhodesia.
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